
 
 

Lewis River Hydroelectric Projects Settlement Agreement 
Terrestrial Coordination Committee (TCC) 

Meeting Agenda 
 
Date & Time:  Wednesday, November 14, 2012 

9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 
     

Place:   Conference Call 
 
Contacts:  Kirk Naylor: (503) 813-6619; cell (503) 866-8750 
 

Time Discussion Item 
9:00 a.m. Welcome 

 Review Agenda & 10/10/12 Meeting Notes 
 Comment & accept Agenda & 10/10/12 Meeting Notes 

9:30 a.m. BPA Transmission Line Update (if any) 

9:45 a.m. PacifiCorp / RMEF PAC Project Proposal Description 

10:15 a.m.  Next Meeting’s Agenda 
 Public Comment Opportunity 

Note: all meeting notes and the meeting schedule can be located at: 
http://www.pacificorp.com/es/hydro.html 

10:30 a.m. Adjourn 
 
Join by Phone  
+1 (503) 813-5252   [Portland, Ore.]      
+1 (855) 499-5252   [Toll Free]        
 
Conference ID: 3015805  
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FINAL Meeting Notes 
Lewis River License Implementation 

Terrestrial Coordination Committee (TCC) Meeting 
  November 14, 2012 

Conference Call 
 
TCC Participants Present: (9) 
 
Ray Croswell, RMEF 
Bill Richardson, RMEF 
Peggy Miller, WDFW  
Kirk Naylor, PacifiCorp Energy 
Kimberly McCune, PacifiCorp Energy  
Kendel Emmerson, PacifiCorp Energy 
Nathan Reynolds, Cowlitz Indian Tribe 
Erik White, Cowlitz Indian Tribe 
Diana Gritten-MacDonald, Cowlitz PUD 
 
Calendar: 
 
December 12, 2012 TCC Meeting at Merwin HCC HCC 
January 9, 2013 TCC Meeting at Merwin HCC HCC 
 
Assignments from November 14, 2012 Status
PacifiCorp: Work with TCC to proceed with second RMEF/PAC Project 
Proposal; deadline is 12/7/12. 

Add to parking lot 
items for 2013 

 
 
Assignments from October 10, 2012 Status
Richardson: Email Naylor the details on “stock panels” for exclosures.   Complete – 10/12/12 

Naylor: Get RMEF Grant Fund paperwork to Kim McCune (PacifiCorp) and 
she will work on completing and submitting the application.  

Complete – 10/24/12 

 
Assignments from June 13, 2012 Status
Naylor: Review the SA/WHMP budget(s) as well as determine status and 
opportunity for coordination with John Cook (NCASI) and Lisa Shipley 
(Washington State University) doing the blacktail study and report back to 
the TCC.  

In Progress 

 
Parking lot items from April 13, 2011 Meeting Status
Naylor: Provide TCC with Riparian Management Plan for review.  Pending 

 
 
Review of Agenda and Finalize Meeting Notes 
 
Kirk Naylor (PacifiCorp Energy) called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. A roll call was conducted 
for the benefit of all conference call attendees. Naylor reviewed the agenda and asked the TCC if 
there were any changes/additions.  No additions or changes were requested.  
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Naylor reviewed the October 10, 2012 meeting notes. No changes/edits were requested.  The 
meeting notes were approved at 9:05 a.m.  
 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Transmission Line – Draft EIS 
 
Naylor informed the TCC that BPA has released its Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
as of today, which can be viewed on the BPA website at the following link: 
http://www.bpa.gov/news/newsroom/Pages/I-5-Corridor-Reinforcement-Project-draft-EIS-
preferred-alternative-released-.aspx 
 
The TCC and the general public have until March 1, 2013 to submit any comments on the Draft 
EIS.  The website also includes a calendar of public meetings to update and receive input from 
stakeholders if any members of the TCC wish to attend.  
 
The BPA has identified the Central Alternative using Option 1 as its preferred alternative for the I-
5 Corridor Reinforcement Project.  This is the best alternative we could have expected other than 
no impact at all on WHMP lands.  Central Option 1 does not affect Canyon Creek or the Longview 
Timber lands we recently purchased but it does affect some old growth conifer.  
 
According to the BPA website, the expected final EIS is due in 2014. The BPA will issue a record 
of decision following the final EIS to announce and explain their final determination of project 
need and location.  Construction would begin in 2015 and project completion would projected by 
2018.  
 
Naylor or Kim McCune (PacifiCorp) will advise if a December 2012 TCC meeting is needed to 
review BPA updates.  
  
PacifiCorp/Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (RMEF) PAC Proposal Description 
 
Naylor informed the TCC attendees that during the October field tour the TCC attendees discussed 
the idea of putting up exclosures in certain areas of Unit 33 to quantify herbivory use. Bill 
Richardson (RMEF) offered up inexpensive panels that can be used for exclosures. PacifiCorp 
agreed during the field tour that if the expense was less than $1,000 then they would try to make it 
happen in the Fall of 2013. Unfortunately the expenses exceeded the $1,000 limit and there is not 
enough in the WHMP 2012 budget. Richardson suggested PacifiCorp look at RMEF grant funds 
and lump the exclosures with other work in the area. There are four primary aspects to 
PacifiCorp’s grant fund proposal: 
 

1) Scarify the remaining logging debris on the old Longview harvest area to prepare for grass 
seeding and planting. This is proposed as a 13% (RMEF) to 87% (PacifiCorp) cost ratio 
due to the high cost of site preparation for grass seeding; 

2) But and install eight (8) 4x4 exclosures in 4 treatment areas. This is proposed as a 50:50 
split in cost with possible use of RMEF volunteers to install; 

3) Develop two road closures (gates) and reconstruct existing access on the adjacent property 
we acquired this past June: gates are proposed on DNR land because our only access is 
through an easement on their land; if we cannot use DNR land then PacifiCorp will close 
the roads at the PacifiCorp property line. There are no stream crossings, but considerable 
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erosion on existing roads. The cost ratio is proposed to be 25:75 (RMEF:PacifiCorp 
funded); 

4) Forage seeding on the roads and old logging area approximating a total of 63 acres. 
Purchase of the grass seed is proposed at a ratio of 50:50. 

 
The TCC attendees recommended PacifiCorp include the cost of scarification and burning of the 
logging debris in the grant request (this was originally excluded).  This raised the entire grant 
proposal request to $15,000 and a RMEF to PacifiCorp cost share ratio of 20:80.    
 
All TCC attendees agreed that PacifiCorp should proceed with the request for RMEF funds.   
 
Naylor also communicated that he received an email from Eric Holman (WDFW) on November 2, 
2012 regarding submittal of another request for RMEF grant funds to implement habitat 
enhancement on the Fruit Growers Supply (FGS) Swift lands that they currently own but RMEF 
has the purchase rights for.  Enhancement work could include abandonment of spur roads, seeding 
of spur roads, slash piling, scarification, forage seeding, etc.   Furthermore, discussion took place 
regarding provision 10.3.3 of the Lewis River Settlement Agreement that states there is $100,000 
available per year but not to exceed $500,000 in any ten consecutive years.  PacifiCorp will follow 
up with its staff to request how to proceed with requesting a portion of these funds (approximately 
$20,000) to be used as matching funds.   
 
The TCC agreed that it should submit a second RMEF/PAC Project Proposal for the FGS 
lands.  
 
Richardson informed the TCC attendees (in follow-up to Eric’s e-mail) that he has had 
conversations with FG and they are amenable to habitat enhancement activities on their lands.  
However, FG does not want to incur any expense and the activities must comply with forest 
practices.  FG suggested PacifiCorp, RMEF and interested parties meet with FG staff to discuss 
what could be done on these lands.  
 
Ray Croswell (RMEF) supported  a meeting with FGS to see what wildlife habitat enhancement 
efforts could be accomplished on their lands.  
 
Richardson informed the TCC attendees that when a project is approved by RMEF, the proponent 
has two (2) years to expend these funds.  Naylor said that PacifiCorp matching funds must be used 
in its budget year.  
 
Peggy Miller (WDFW) stated that what she is hearing from the TCC is there is not a lot of time to 
get the proposal together but PacifiCorp may be able to assist. What she also heard is that $40,000 
will not go far in regards to habitat enhancement work but it also won’t add a lot of on the ground 
work for PacifiCorp if it is conducted along with other work in the area. There is nothing stopping 
us from applying.  
 
The TCC agreed that it should submit a second RMEF/PAC Project Proposal for the FG 
lands.   
 
All RMEF/PAC Project Proposals must be submitted no later than December 7, 2012.  
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Public Comment Opportunity 
 
No public comment was provided.  
 

<9:50 a.m. meeting adjourned> 
 
Agenda items for December 12, 2012 

 
 Review November 14, 2012 Meeting Notes 
 BPA Update, if any 
 RMEF/PAC Project Proposal(s) Update 

 
Next Scheduled Meetings 
 
December 12, 2012 January 9, 2013 
TCC Meeting TCC Meeting 
Merwin Hydro Control Center Merwin Hydro Control Center 
Ariel, WA Ariel, WA 
9:00am – 3:00pm 9:00am – 3:00pm 

 
 
Attachments:  
 November 14, 2012 Meeting Agenda 

 


